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Abstract
Density estimation is a versatile technique underlying many data mining tasks and
techniques, ranging from exploration and presentation of static data, to probabilis-
tic classification, or identifying changes or irregularities in streaming data. With the
pervasiveness of embedded systems and digitisation, this latter type of streaming and
evolving data becomes more important. Nevertheless, research in density estimation
has so far focused on stationary data, leaving the task of of extrapolating and predict-
ing density at time points outside a training window an open problem. For this task,
temporal density extrapolation (TDX) is proposed. This novel method models and
predicts gradual monotonous changes in a distribution. It is based on the expansion of
basis functions, whose weights are modelled as functions of compositional data over
time by using an isometric log-ratio transformation. Extrapolated density estimates are
then obtained by extrapolating the weights to the requested time point, and querying
the density from the basis functions with back-transformed weights. Our approach
aims for broad applicability by neither being restricted to a specific parametric dis-
tribution, nor relying on cluster structure in the data. It requires only two additional
extrapolation-specific parameters, for which reasonable defaults exist. Experimental
evaluation on various data streams, synthetic as well as from the real-world domains
of credit scoring and environmental health, shows that the model manages to cap-
ture monotonous drift patterns accurately and better than existing methods. Thereby,
it requires not more than 1.5 times the run time of a corresponding static density
estimation approach.
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1 Introduction

The extent and scope of available data continues to grow, often comprising data that
is continuously generated over longer time spans, in environments that are subject to
changes over time (Reinsel et al. 2017). Volume and velocity of such data streams often
require automated processing and analysis, while their dynamic nature and associated
volatility needs to be considered as well (Fan and Bifet 2013). For example, the
distribution of the data might change over time, a problem that is commonly denoted
as concept drift (Widmer and Kubat 1996) or population drift (Kelly et al. 1999). In
prediction tasks, such drift requires adaptation mechanisms, for example by forgetting
outdated irrelevant data or models (Gama et al. 2014). However, merely attempting to
avoid the negative influence that this dynamic nature can have on statistical models
is leaving its potential unused. In contrast, aiming to understand and to incorporate
the changes in data into the statistical model itself might provide additional value, by
helping to perform more accurate predictions for the future and allowing a structured
description of the occurring changes.

Several tasks and approaches have been proposed to identify change or irregulari-
ties in data, such as outlier detection [surveyed for example in Sadik and Gruenwald
(2014)], anomaly detection [surveyed by Chandola et al. (2009)], or change detection
[surveyed by Tran et al. (2014)]. Furthermore, some research has focused on the explo-
ration, understanding, and exploitation of change: change diagnosis aims to estimate
the spatio-temporal change rates in kernel density within a time window (Aggarwal
2005). This might be seen as an early proponent of the change mining paradigm,
which was proposed afterwards by Böttcher et al. (2008) and calls for data mining
approaches that provide understanding of change itself. Following this paradigm, drift
mining techniques aim to provide explicit models of distributional changes over time,
for example to transfer knowledge between different time points in data streams under
verification latency (Hofer and Krempl 2013).

An essential technique in data science (Chacón and Duong 2018; Scott 2015) that is
underneath many of the algorithms in the tasks above is density estimation (Rosenblatt
1956; Whittle 1958), which is also important for exploration and presentation of
data in general (Silverman 1986), as it is for probabilistic classifiers such as Parzen
Window Classifiers (Parzen 1962). Given a set of instances sampled within a training
time window from a non-stationary (i.e., drifting) data stream, the provided density
estimates typically correspond to the distribution over all instanceswithin this window.
However, these estimates might also be required for specific time points, rather than
time windows. This time point might lie within the training time window, requiring an
in-sample interpolation. Alternatively, it might lie outside, requiring an out-of-sample
extrapolation to past or future time points.

Research in density estimation has so far focused on providing in-sample estimates,
which are often adapted to the distribution of the most recently observed samples
in the training time window. In contrast, density extrapolation beyond this window
has only recently received attention (Krempl 2015), although it has some potential
beyond being simply used in lieu of static density estimations in the applications
above: Most importantly, extrapolating continuing trends allows to anticipate future
distributional changes and to take preparatory measures. Examples are classifiers
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Fig. 1 Illustration of temporal density extrapolation, which aims to capture and predict the change in
the distribution of instances over time. (1) A sample of instances X is observed at time points T in a
data stream. (2) The observed density distribution is modelled as an expansion of density functions. (3)
Their basis weights form a compositional vector. (4) The weight development over time is modelled, and
extrapolated to new time points. (5) These extrapolatedweights are back-transformed to predict the resulting
new density distribution

or models that incorporate forthcoming distributional changes anticipatively; active
learning and change detection approaches that proactively sample in regions where
change is expected to happen; or in the identification of unexpected changes in drift.

We propose a novel approach to model and predict the density of a feature in a
data stream. The underlying distribution is described as an expansion of Gaussian
density functions, which are placed at fixed equidistant locations.1 The basis weights
of the Gaussian density functions are fitted functions of time. In this way the changes
observed in the data over time are modelled as a change in the weighting of the basis
expansion.

Figure 1 shows a feature X in a data stream,whose density at different points in time
is described by an expansion of six Gaussian density functions. Theweights associated
to each of these basis functions form a composition (Aitchison 1982; Egozcue et al.

1 This is related toGaussianmixturemodels (GMM),with the subtle but important difference that inGMMs
the location and variance parameters of the components are in general estimated from data and not fixed a
priori. Note that the model is not restricted to Gaussian basis functions.
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2003) that sums to one, their proportions are illustrated on the back end of the figure.
The change in the density at the second and the third time point is modelled as a
change in the distribution of the weights, as visible from the shift in the composition
proportions. It is the core of the approach’s fitting process to model these weights as
functions of time, which will be elaborated on in Sect. 3.

Modelling the data stream in this way entails less computation compared to kernel
density estimators, since we do not need to complete a full kernel matrix but only
evaluate the small number of basis functions at the sample positions. This approach
also allows a straight-forward way of forecasting the density at future time points,
since the basis weight functions only need to be extrapolated to the desired time.
Furthermore, the model delivers an easily interpretable description of drift by means
of the basis weight functions.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows: in the Sect. 2, we review
the related work, before presenting and discussing our temporal density extrapolation
approach in detail in Sect. 3. An experimental evaluation of this approach is given in
Sect. 4, concluding remarks in Sect. 5.

2 Related work

There is a vast literature on estimating the density within a training sample (Chacón
and Duong 2018; Scott 2015), This includes approaches that provide spatio-temporal
density estimates for time points within the training time window, e.g., by using
time-varying mixture models (Lawlor and Rabbat 2016) or spatio-temporal kernels
(Aggarwal 2005). However, our focus is on the task of density extrapolation in time-
evolving data streams, as recently formulated in Krempl (2015). Thus, we will restrict
the following review to this density extrapolation, then review the related problem of
out-of-sample density forecasting, and finally discuss the broader context within the
literature of concept drift in data streams.

Density extrapolation is described in Krempl (2015), together with a sketch of the
general idea to extend kernel density estimation techniques for this task. In Lam-
pert (2015), “extrapolating distribution dynamics” (EDD) is proposed, although this
approach aims for predicting the distribution in the immediate future one-step ahead.
EDD models the transformation between previous time points and applies this trans-
formation to the most recent sample, to obtain a one-step ahead extrapolation of
distribution dynamics.

A related problem is density forecasting [see, e.g., the survey in Tay and Wallis
(2000)], where the realisations of a random variable are predicted. Applications exist
in macroeconomics and finance (Tay and Wallis 2000; Tay 2015), as well as in spe-
cialised fields like energy demand forecasting (He and Li 2018; Mokilane et al. 2018).
Forecast are either within (in-sample) or outside (out-of-sample) an observed sample
and training time window. In our context, only out-of-sample forecasting is relevant.
In Gu and He (2015), the ‘dynamic kernel density estimation’ in-sample forecasting
approach byHarvey andOryshchenko (2012) is extended to out-of-sample forecasting.
Their method models a time-varying probability density function nonparametrically
using kernel density estimation and schemes for observationweighting that are derived
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from time series modelling. The resulting approach provides directional forecasting
signals, specifically for the application of predicting the direction of stock returns.
Another direction in out-of-sample forecasting is the use of histograms as approx-
imations of the underlying distribution. Arroyo and Maté (2009) use time series of
histograms, with a histogram being available for each observed time point. They pro-
pose a kNN-based method to forecast the distribution at a future time point based
on the previously observed histograms. However, the method is limited to only being
able to forecast an already previously observed histogram, making it more suited for
context with recurring patterns. Furthermore, motivated by symbolic data analysis
(Noirhomme-Fraiture and Brito 2011), Dias and Brito (2015) proposed an approach
that uses linear regression to forecast the density of one variable based on observed
histogram data from another variable. However, our objective is an extrapolation of
the same variable, but to future time points. Another direction is the direct mod-
elling of the probability density. Motivated by applications in energy markets, several
approaches have been proposed for forecasting energy supply (e.g., wind power) and
demand (power consumption). Bessa et al. (2012) developed a kernel density estima-
tion model based on the Nadaraya–Watson estimator in the context of wind power
forecasting. The employed kernels include the beta and gamma kernels as well as the
vonMises distribution, underlining the very specialised nature of the approach for use
in wind power forecasting. The work of He and Li (2018) is also targeted towards
use in the context of wind power forecasting, for which they propose a hybrid model
consisting of a quantile regression neural network and a Epanechnikov kernel density
estimator. Quantile regression is also used in the workMokilane et al. (2018) to predict
the electricity demand in south Africa for the purpose of long-term planning, while the
work of Bikcora et al. (2015) combines an ARMAX and a GARCH model to forecast
the density of electricity load in the context of smart loading electric vehicles. How-
ever, the approaches to modelling the probability density presented above all share a
strong specificity to their application.

Density extrapolation and forecasting are part of the more general topic of handling
non-stationarity in streaming, time-evolving data. This problem has gained particular
attention in the data stream mining community, where changes in the distribution
are commonly denoted as concept drift by Widmer and Kubat (1996) or population
drift by Kelly et al. (1999). As discussed in the taxonomy of drift given in Webb
et al. (2016), the drifting subject might be the distribution of features X conditioned
on the class label Y . Such drift in the class-conditional feature distribution P(X |Y )

might result in drift of the posterior distribution P(Y |X). Of particular relevance for
our work is gradual drift of P(X |Y ) and P(Y |X), where the distribution slowly and
continuously changes over time, as opposed sudden shift, where it changes abruptly.
Many drift-adaptation techniques have been proposed that aim to incorporate the
distribution of the most recently observed labelled data (X ,Y ) into a machine learning
model, as surveyed in Gama et al. (2014). However, a challenge in some applications
is that no such recent data is available for model update (Krempl et al. 2014). For
example, in stream classification true labels Y might arrive only with a considerable
delay [so-called verification latency (Marrs et al. 2010) or label delay (Plasse and
Adams 2016)], or might only be available during the initial training (Dyer et al. 2014).
As discussed in Hofer and Krempl (2013), this requires adaptation mechanisms that
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Table 1 Overview of the notation used

X Observed sample R Order of polynomial

xi i-th observation in sample D Dimensionality of feature space

T Time attribute of observed sample γ j Weight of j-th basis function

τi Time value of i-th observation γ Vector of all M basis weights

N Observed instance sample size B Matrix of regression coefficients

M Number of basis functions φ j j-th basis function

h Bandwidth φ Vector of all M basis functions

use the limited available data, which is either recent but unlabelled, or labelled but
old.

These adaptation mechanisms build on drift models (Krempl and Hofer 2011),
which model the gradual drift over time in the posterior distribution P(Y |X) or the
class-conditional feature distribution P(X |Y ). Then, they use this for temporal transfer
learning from previous time points (source domains) to current or future time points
(target domains). This is part of the broader change mining paradigm, introduced
by Böttcher et al. (2008). This paradigm aims to understand the changes in a time-
evolving distribution, and to use this to describe and predict changes. Various drift
models and mechanisms for adaptation under verification latency have been proposed.
However, they all model the class-conditional distribution of instances, for example
by employing clustering assumptions (Krempl and Hofer 2011; Dyer et al. 2014;
Souza et al. 2015), or calculating changes of a prior (Hofer and Krempl 2013) or
weights (Tasche 2014), or by matching labelled and unlabelled instances (Krempl
2011; Hofer 2015; Courty et al. 2014), or they directly adapt the classifier (Plasse and
Adams 2016). Thus, they are not applicable to model the changes in a non-parametric,
multimodal distribution of unlabelled data, as it is the objective of this work. Thus, the
approach proposed in this work complements the existing change mining literature.
By providing a method for extrapolating P(X |Y ), it complements the ex-post drift
analysis in Webb et al. (2017) and addresses the calls for better understanding of drift.
This might be useful to assess so-called predictability of drift (Webb et al. 2016), and
to adapt a classification model in presence of concept drift and verification latency.

3 Method

In the following subsections, we first derive in Subsection 3.1 the basic model for
temporal density extrapolation by using an expansion of density functions and the
ILR-transformation. Then, in Subsection 3.2, we extend this model by mechanisms
for instance weighting and regularisation. Finally, in Subsection 3.3, we discuss how
to solve the resulting optimisation problem. For the reader’s convenience, we have
summarised our notation in Table 1.

3.1 Basic model

Let X be a univariate feature for which a sample X = {x1, . . . , xN } of size N with
associated time values T = {τ1, . . . , τN }with τi ∈ [0, 1]fori = 1, . . . , N is observed.
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This forms a data stream segment. Since a data stream is a dynamic setting, it is possible
that the distribution of X changes as time progresses. This results in the probability
density of X at a given time point t to be unequal to that at a future time t + 1. This
change, referred to as concept drift, is assumed to not being limited to the observed
sample, potentially continuing with time.

To begin modelling such a possibly changing feature, a model of the density is
required. In this work the density is assumed to have the form of an expansion of M
normed basis functions φ j (x) with j ∈ {1, . . . , M} and ∫

φ j (x)dx = 1. The basis
functions φ j (x) have been chosen as Gaussian density functions located at evenly
spaced positions μ j throughout the range of X , with standard deviation σ = h and
h being a fixed bandwidth. Other choices of basis functions and placement strategies
are also possible. The basis functions could for example also be placed at the location
of instances in the observed sample X . Associated with these basis functions are the
weights γ j , with γ j ∈ [0, 1] ∀ j and

∑M
j=1 γ j = 1. The density then takes the form

f (x) =
M∑

j=1

γ jφ j (x) = φ(x)ᵀγ (1)

with φ(x) = (φ1(x), . . . , φM (x))ᵀ and γ = (γ1, . . . , γM )ᵀ.
This formulation of f (x) is insufficient for the setting of a data stream as it does

not account for time and the changes that might occur. Based on the model of f (x)
as a basis expansion it is proposed to model drift as time-dependent changes in the
basis weights, while the basis functions themselves remain unchanged in location and
bandwidth. The static basis weight γ j in Eq. 1 is substituted with γ j (t), a function of
time that models the changing basis weight of the j-th basis

f (x |t) =
M∑

j=1

γ j (t)φ j (x) = φ(x)ᵀγ (t). (2)

To fit thismodel to observed data, which entails determining the basis weight functions
γ j (t) for j = 1, . . . , M , the likelihood L of the model

L =
N∏

i=1

f (xi |τi ) =
N∏

i=1

(φ(xi )
ᵀγ (τi ))

is maximised by maximising the log-likelihood

log L =
N∑

i=1

log( f (xi |τi )) =
N∑

i=1

log(φ(xi )
ᵀγ (τi )). (3)

For this it is necessary to consider the properties of the basis weights mentioned
above, which translate into two constraints on the basis weight functions, a sum con-
straint

∑M
j=1 γ j (t) = 1 ∀ t and an interval constraint γ j (t) ∈ [0, 1] ∀ j ∀ t .
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Such constraints are a defining characteristic of what is referred to as composi-
tional data (Aitchison 1982), i.e. data that describes the composition of a whole of M
components. It is useful to approach the modelling of the basis weight functions as a
compositional data problem, because among the methods developed for the analysis
of such data there is one that enables the elegant incorporation of these constraints
into the model—the isometric log-ratio (ilr) transformation (Egozcue et al. 2003).
The ilr-transformation was proposed by Egozcue et al. to transform compositional
data from its original feature space, which for a composition of M components is a
M-dimensional simplex (Aitchison 1982), to RM−1.

By applying the ilr-transformation to the basis weight functions we acquire v(t),
their representation in RM−1

ilr(γ (t)) = Uᵀ log(γ (t)) = v(t)

where U is a M × M − 1 matrix that is defined as U = Ũ · D2 with

Ũ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

−1 −1 −1 · · · −1
1 −1 −1 · · · −1
0 2 −1 · · · −1
0 0 3 · · · −1
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · M − 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, D2 =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1
‖ũ1‖2 0 0 · · · 0

0 1
‖ũ2‖2 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . . · · · ...

0 0 0 · · · 1
‖ũM−1‖2

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Ũ = (ũ1, . . . , ũM−1).

Due to this transformation we arrive at v(t) = (v1(t), . . . , vM−1(t))ᵀ , so M − 1
functions that model the basis function weights in an unconstrained fashion. In this
article it is assumed that these functions follow a polynomial regressionmodel of order
R

v j (t) =
R∑

k=0

b j,k t
k j = 1, . . . , M − 1.

This allows the modelling of v(t) as a multivariate regression model

v(t) = Ba(t) (4)

with

B =
⎛

⎜
⎝

b1,0 b1,1 · · · b1,R+1
...

...
...

...

bM−1,0 bM−1,1 · · · bM−1,R+1

⎞

⎟
⎠ , a(t) = (t0, t1, . . . , t R)ᵀ.
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Incorporating Eq. 4 into the log-likelihood function in Eq. 3 requires the inversion
of the ilr-transformation

γ (t) = ilr−1(v(t)) = exp(UBa(t))
1′ exp(UBa(t))

, (5)

which is plugged into Eq. 3 to arrive at

log L(B|X , T ) =
N∑

i=1

log

(

φ(xi )
ᵀ exp(UBa(τi ))
1ᵀ exp(UBa(τi ))

)

(6)

=
N∑

i=1

log(φ(xi )
ᵀ exp(UBa(τi ))) −

N∑

i=1

log(1ᵀ exp(UBa(τi )) (7)

with 1 being a vector of length M , each entry being 1.

3.2 Extension: instance weighting and regularisation

In this form a maximum likelihood estimation would result in fitting the centre of
the training time window best. Since our objective is the extrapolation to future time
points outside the training window, it is reasonable to promote a better fit to the data
at the end of the training window, i.e. to the most recent data. To this end a time-based
instance weighting is introduced to the above formulation in the form of multiplying
with a weight vector w = (w1, . . . , wN )ᵀ that assigns a temporal weight to each
observation based on its age. The age of an observation is considered the difference
between the largest time value in the observed sample max(T ), i.e. the most recent
one, and the time value τi of the i-th observation. The weight assigned to the i-th
observation is then defined as

wi = exp

(
log(0.5)

κ
◦ (max(T ) − τi )

)

(8)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, and κ is the age of an observation at which a
weight of 0.5 is assigned.We recommend to set this value to half of the trainingwindow,
i.e., κ = 0.1 in our experiments, but depending on the length of the timewindow, other
values for κ are also possible. Including this temporal instance weighting into Eq. 7
we arrive at

log L(B|X , T ,w) =
N∑

i=1

wi log(φ(xi )
ᵀ exp(UBa(τi )))

−
N∑

i=1

wi log(1ᵀ exp(UBa(τi ))

(9)
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which is the log-likelihood of the model on a biased sample.
Another issue that needs to be addressed is that the regression of the basis weights

may suffer from overfitting the observed instances. This would compromise the gen-
eralisation to new, future data. To address this a regularisation term ζ is introduced
to the above equation. This penalises the size of the coefficients in B with exception
of the offset. For this a regularisation strength parameter λ is included as well as a
R × R − 1 matrix C so

ζ = λ tr(CᵀBᵀBC), C =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 · · · 0
1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, (10)

which is equivalent to the sum of squares of the coefficient matrix and a common form
of regularisation.

3.3 Optimisation problem and density model

Finally the objective function of the optimisation problem to be solved can be acquired
by combining the log-likelihood function including instance weighting as seen in
Eq. 9 with the regularisation term in Eq. 10. The maximum likelihood estimate of
the coefficient matrix B is then acquired by solving the unconstrained optimisation
problem

argmax
B

log L(B|X , T ) − ζ.

The objective gradient ∇l is supplied as

∇l =
(

N∑

i=1

wi

(
1

β
φ (xi ) DJ

)

−
N∑

i=1

wi

(
1

β
1DJ

)))

− λ BCCᵀ,

with J = ∂ UBa(τi )
∂B and D being a diagonal matrix with ∂ exp(UBa(τi ))

∂B on the diagonal.
The detailed derivation of the gradient can be found in the “Appendix”.

To solve the optimisation problemwe useMATLABsGlobal Optimization Toolbox
and its implementation of the Quasi-Newton algorithm as provided by the function
fminunc. Since only functionality for minimisation problems is provided, we redefine
the optimisation problem stated above to

argmin
B

− (log L(B|X , T ) − ζ )

and use −∇l accordingly. Besides enabling the use of the supplied gradient and using
a larger optimality tolerance of 1e−4 (instead of default 1e−6) we use the functions
default parameters.
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This solver configuration was used in a multiple starting point search executed
via the MultiStart function provided by the previously mentioned toolbox. For this
the ‘artificial bound’ parameter used for starting point generation is set to 2 and the
number of start points was set to 4, the choice of the latter is a trade-off between higher
optimality of the solution and shorter computational runtime.

After the optimisation problem is solved the coefficients in B can be used to extrap-
olate the density of the model. For this the expression in Eq. 5 is plugged into Eq. 2,
giving the models density estimate for a sample (x, t) as

f (x |t) = φ(x)ᵀ
exp(UBa(t))

1ᵀ exp(UBa(t))
(11)

4 Experimental evaluation

The goals of the experimental evaluation are twofold. First, to assess the quality of the
densities predicted by the models for future time points. This is done by comparing
the proposed method to the other two methods that are available in the literature
for this problem. Second, to investigate the behaviour of the proposed method in
the form of an analysis of its sensitivity with respect to the model hyperparameters
and its computational runtime. The experiments are conducted in the 2017b version
of MATLAB with the exception of the EDD method, for which an implementation
in Python 2.7 has graciously been provided by the author of the EDD method. All
experiments are conducted on the ‘Gemini’ cluster of Utrecht University, using a
PowerEdge R730 with 32 HT cores and 256 GB memory.

For the experiments a range of data sets have been selected, in part real and artificial,
which show various different kinds of drift over time. These data sets will be discussed
in detail in the following.

4.1 Data

Four different artificial data sets are generated to simulate different drift patterns. The
use of artificial data in this context has the advantages that both the drift pattern is
explicitly known as well as the data generating process in general, so the models’
estimates can be compared to the true density.

All four artificial data sets are generated by a mixture of three or four skew-normal
distributions. To simulate different kinds of drift certain parameters of the mixture
distribution are subjected to gradual changes over time, which is reflected in the names
of the data sets:

– meandrift—four components with the location parameter of all but the first com-
ponent changing over time.

– weightdrift—three components, mixture weight of the second decreases over time,
weights of the other two increase.

– sigmachange—three components with scale parameter changing over time.
– staticskewnormals—four unchanging components.
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1334 G. Krempl et al.

All artificial data sets contain 25,000 instances in the range of [0, 12]which are equally
distributed over 120 unique time points in the interval [0, 1].

The first real-world data set used in the experiments is taken from the website of
the US peer-lending company ‘Lending Club’,2 containing the accepted loan requests
of the years 2007–2017. This data was then preprocessed by applying to each variable
separately a Box–Cox transformation (Box and Cox 1964), as implemented in the R
package MASS (Venables and Ripley 2002). Since the proposed method in this form
can only handle univariate data the processed lending club data set is split. This results
in each feature forming a separate data set, which is named after the feature. Each of
these new data sets contains the feature values as well as the time stamps. In total the
data contains 120 different time stamps, corresponding to themonthly data of 10 years.
The features that have been selected from the original 75 are:

– dti—a ratio calculated using the borrower’s total monthly debt payments on the
total debt obligations, excluding mortgage and the requested LC loan, divided by
the borrower’s self-reported monthly income.

– int_rate—interest rate on the loan
– loan_amnt—the listed amount of the loan applied for by the borrower. If at some
point in time the credit department reduces the loan amount, then it will be reflected
in this value.

– open_acc—the number of open credit lines in the borrower’s credit file.
– revol_util—Revolving line utilisation rate, or the amount of credit the borrower is
using relative to all available revolving credit.

One notable characteristic of the lending club data sets is the vastly bigger amount
of data points at later time points in the stream. The 25th percentile lies at t = 0.7 and
the 75th percentile at t = 0.91. This is due to the fact that the data set begins not long
after the starting of the company and therefore also shows the increased amounts of
credit applications.

Another data set that is taken from the real world is what will be referred to here
as the ‘pollution’ data set. It is created from a Kaggle data set about air pollution in
Skopje, Macedonia, between the years of 2008 to 2018.3 The original version of the
data set contains measurements of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
ozone (O3) as well as particulate matters smaller than 10 and 2.5 micrometers (PM10,
PM25), measured at 7 different measurement stations in the city. While technically
the measurements have been taken on an hourly basis within the time frame of 2008 to
2018, there are often missing values for certain stations or certain compounds. Since
the original data represents time series of single measurements, it is not exactly fitting
for our purposes, since we are interested in forecasting the distribution of the data.

To arrive at a more suitable data set the data was split into one subset per feature,
resulting in 5 subsets with each a feature and the time variable. The separation by
measuring station was removed, meaning that each hourly time stamp had at most
7 measurements associated to it. Each of these subsets underwent the same prepro-
cessing. First, all entries whose feature value were missing have been discarded. Then

2 https://www.lendingclub.com/.
3 See https://www.kaggle.com/cokastefan/pm10-pollution-data-in-skopje-from-2008-to-2018.
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Fig. 2 True density of artificial data (top row), baseline density of lending club data (middle row) and
baseline density of pollution data (bottom row) illustrated over time. Not all time points have been plotted
for visibility’s sake. Time progression colour-coded from light (t = 0) to dark (t = 1) (Color figure online)

all entries whose time stamp does not lie within the inclusive interval of 4 pm till
8 pm (considered the time frame of evening rush hour by common definition) were
removed to eliminate the intra-day variation in the data and instead focusing on the
trends on a monthly basis. To this end the time stamps were generalised to month-level
by dropping the day component of the time stamp. Finally the time variable was nor-
malised to a scale from 0 to 1 and the feature values were either box-transformed if the
fitted λ value was not 0 and log-transformed if equal 0. In the end the processed data
set represents the transformed compound measurements during evening rush hour in
Skopje on a monthly basis, allowing for an analysis of the change in the distribution
over time.

Figure 2 illustrates the changes in the density over time on both the real and artificial
data sets. The X-axis shows the feature values (X ), while the Y-axis shows the proba-
bility density of X . For the artificial data set this is the true density, for the real data it is
an approximation as will be discussed later. The shade of the different lines indicates
the time point associated to the density curve, with lighter shades representing earlier
and darker shades representing later time points. The middle right plot in Fig. 2 shows
the change in the approximated density on the lending club ‘dti’ data set, showing a
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slow shift to the right that is fairly simple, while the plot of the ‘interest rate’ data set
shows a more complex change. Many small changes at multiple locations make this
pattern fairly complex and noisy. In contrast to this, the drift patterns of the artificial
data sets are intentionally simple to clearly simulate certain causes for a changing
distribution.

To give a comparison to the proposed method regarding the quality of the predicted
density, two additional methods have been employed. The first of these is a static
version of the proposed method, which fits the basis expansion model with static
weights instead of modelling a time-dependent weight function. As such, this model
does not account for the temporal dimension of the data. The second method used is
the “Extrapolating the Distribution Dynamics” (EDD) approach proposed by Lam-
pert (2015). Since EDD is based on kernel density estimates, the number of training
instances needs to be kept in mind when tuning the bandwidth parameter of the model.
If the number of training instances during model selection is very different from the
number of instances in the experiments trainingwindow, the kernel bandwidth is likely
to be unfit, resulting in poor performance. To account for this it was ensured in the
experiments that the training set presented to EDD in the experiments comprises the
same amount of instances as there are in the respective model selection training set.
The procedure for this is as follows: if the training window of the model selection
comprises less than 10% of the entire data set, then all instances in this window are
used; if the model selection training window contains more than 10% of the overall
instances, then a random subsample corresponding to 10% of the data is used. When
training the model during the experiments it is ensured that the number of training
instances does not exceed the number of instances used during model selection. If the
experiment training window contains more instances than that, a random subsample
is used—if it contains less, all samples are used.

The experiment setup comprises a model selection phase elaborated on in Sect. 4.2,
a training phase using the selected hyperparameters and the application of the trained
models to predict the density in a previously unseen segment of the data stream. Thus,
on an infinite stream the model selection is done at the beginning, while training and
prediction phases are repeated over time. The data sets have been partitioned into
several time windows as illustrated in Fig. 3 for the experiments. Consider that t = 0
indicates the first time point in the data set and t = 1 the last time point. In this setting,
we consider the data until t = 0.8 as available historic data and the data after that as
entirely unseen.We chose the time frame [0.0, 0.5[ for model selection, because of the
strongly skewed distribution of instances over time in the lending club data set. This
way there is a sufficiently large initial sample for all algorithms. Therein, the interval
[0.0, 0.45[ is used to train models with different hyperparameter combinations and
the interval [0.45, 0.5[ is used to evaluate them. The segment of [0.5, 0.8[ was used to
train the models with the previously selected hyperparameter combinations. In order
to investigate the influence of the training window size on the model performance, the
methods were trained once on each of the three sub-intervals [0.5, 0.8[, [0.6, 0.8[ and
[0.7, 0.8[. These three training windows per method result in 9 final models per data
set that are finally evaluated.

Each of the trained models is then applied to predict the out of time density, that
is at the time points within the unseen testing window. This testing window spans the
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Fig. 3 Segmentation of the data for the experiments. Separate time intervals for training as part of the model
selection (‘MS train’) and the validation of its models (‘MS val’), as well as for the training of the final
models with three different training window sizes (‘Training’) and their evaluation (‘Testing’)

remaining interval of [0.8, 1.0] and is the same for all models. In the evaluation we
will refer to the time difference between the end of the training window and the time
point of the prediction as “latency”.

The quality of a model’s density estimate for a given time point is measured by
the mean absolute error (MAE) of the prediction and the true density, evaluated at a
previously defined set of points. This errormeasurewas chosen because it is commonly
used in forecasting and provides a straight-forward interpretation. Computing the error
measure on the artificial data sets is simple, since the data generating process is entirely
known and the true density can be computed. This however proves problematic with
the real-world data, where the underlying process that generated the data is unknown
and only random samples of varying size drawn from this process are available. To still
evaluate the quality of the predicted density in this case, it is required to approximate
the density based on the observed samples.

To approximate the true density at a time point ti we consider the instances
within a time window of size 4 around that time point to smooth potential noise,
i.e. {ti−4, . . . , ti , . . . , ti+4}. Based on this set of instances of size S an ensemble of
9 smoothed histograms is created, with each histogram using a different bin size b.
The set of used bin sizes consists of 8 incremental integer steps, 4 in positive and 4 in
negative direction, around the result of Sturges’ formula bs = (log2 S) + 1 (Sturges
1926). For each of these histograms we then compute the relative number of samples
per bin with respect to the number of samples and divide it by the bin size. This den-
sity scaled, relative frequency is then associated to the bin centres and used to fit a
cubic spline. Each smoothed histogram then approximates the density by the splines
function value where it is greater than zero, while the density is regarded as equal
to zero where the splines function value is smaller or equal zero. Each spline in the
ensemble is then evaluated over the same set of points across the domain of X . The
mean of the resulting 9 vectors then forms the approximation of the true density. This
approximation is in the following only referred to as ‘baseline density’.

4.2 Model selection

Both the method proposed in this article as well as EDD (Lampert 2015) require
hyperparameters that need to be determined as part of the model selection step in
the experiments. The proposed method requires four hyperparameters, namely the
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number of basis functions M , their bandwidth h, the order of the polynomial R in
the multivariate regression and the regularisation factor λ. EDD requires the Gaussian
kernel bandwidth σ and also the regularisation factor λ.

In order to determine these hyperparameters a model selection step is incorpo-
rated into the experiment design, using the data designated for the model selection
phase as discussed earlier. For the λ hyperparameter of EDD the author used 1

N as
a default value for his experiments on the artificial data sets. We based the param-
eter search space for λ on this suggestion by multiplying it by a scaling factor
b ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5}. The parameter search space for σ consists
of 20 evenly spaced numbers in the interval [0.001, 0.3]. For each possible combina-
tion of values in these two parameter search spaces an EDD model is trained and the
parameter values of the model that scored the lowest MAE on the validation data is
selected for use in the experiments for the given data set.

The model selection process for the proposed method is divided into two phases.
First,M and h are optimised, since they determine the general fit of the basis expansion
model. For M the values in {10, 12, 14} are considered. Since M basis functions are
spaced equidistantly and are fixed in their location, the coverage of the feature space
by the basis functions is influenced by both M and h—e.g. a particular value for h
might be a good choice for M = 14, but a poor choice for M = 10 for example
by resulting in gaps between the bases. Because of this connection the limits of the
searched interval [hmin, hmax ] are computed depending on M and the range of the
available data as

hmin = P0.99(Xmst ) − P0.01(Xmst )

M
· 0.5

hmax = P0.99(Xmst ) − P0.01(Xmst )

M
· 1.2

with Pz(·) denoting the z-th percentile function and Xmst the data within the model
selection training window.

Again, the hyperparameter combination that yields the smallest MAE is selected.
This is then used in the second phase of the model selection in which R and λ are
determined via a linear search of the parameter space for both parameters, with R ∈
{1, 2, 3} and λ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Note that the search spaces for these parameters
are based on experience with experiments prior to those presented here. A detailed
account of the models sensitivity to different hyperparameter values will be presented
in Sect. 4.4.

4.3 Results

In this section we will first address the question of the models predictive quality,
for which the three groups of data sets (artificial, lending club and pollution) will
be regarded sequentially. Then the results of a series of experiments with the goal of
investigating the sensitivity of the proposedmethodwith respect to its hyperparameters
will be presented. Finally the computational effort of the involved methods will be
discussed.
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Fig. 4 MAE of each method (indicated by colour) for each training window length (indicated by linestyle)
for different latency values on the artificial data sets (Color figure online)

4.3.1 Artificial data

The artificial data sets provide an important starting point for the evaluation of the
proposed method since the drift patterns are known and clearly defined. This way one
can evaluate whether a particular kind of pattern is recognised.

The weightdrift pattern matches the assumptions of the temporal density extrapo-
lation (TDX) model the best, given that the weightdrift data is generated by a mixture
distribution whose mixture weights are linearly changing over time. Figure 4a shows
the MAE of the different models (tdx, static, edd) for the three different training win-
dow lengths ( 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) indicated by linestyle for a range of latency values (X-axis).
As mentioned earlier, the latency is the time difference between the end of the training
window and the time point of the forecast. TDX is performing best on this pattern for
all three training window sizes and it can be seen that the length of the training window
influences the error of the model and its change over time. The TDX model with the
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longest training window shows both a lower error and a slower increase in error over
time compared to the TDX models with window lengths of 0.2 and 0.1 respectively.
The opposite effect can be observed with the static model, which performs better with
a smaller training window.

On the meandrift pattern the location parameters of the sub-distributions in the
mixture linearly change over time, which results in a less smooth drift compared to
that of weightdrift as seen in Fig. 2. Nonetheless TDX also performs best on this
pattern as can be seen in Fig. 4b. Here the difference between the different training
window lengths for TDX is smaller. Although the model with the longest training
window performs marginally worse for smaller latency values, it later consistently
performs better than both models with shorter training windows.

The static models show a slightly higher error and increase in error, again with the
smallest training window resulting in a lower error.

On the sigmachange data the drift is simulated by a linear change in the standard
deviation of the components in themixture distribution, resulting in the density change
shown in Fig. 2. Figure 4c shows that all TDXmodels except the one with the shortest
trainingwindow perform consistently better than the staticmodel, showing lower error
and a slower increase in error over time.

Finally the performance on the staticskewnormals data set is illustrated in Fig. 4d,
which does not include any change in the distribution over time at all. Although all
TDX and static models are fairly close in terms of error (< 0.0025) the best TDX
model only scores the third lowest error. All TDX models show almost no increase in
error over time, indicating that the model was able to recognise the absence of drift.

To statistically validate these results a series of two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests was performed. For each data set, we selected the best performing model of each
method with respect to the training window size based on the summed MAE over all
forecasted timepoints. Based on this selection we considered two scenarios, “TDX vs
EDD” and “TDX vs static”. For each time point within the forecasting time window,
the absolute deviations of the method’s predicted density to the true/baseline density
was computed at the same 200 equally spaced points within the domain of X . These
error distributions were then tested with the two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test in
order to determine whether the differences of these distributions are significant at a
significance level of 0.01.

The results of these tests are illustrated in Fig. 5. The orientation of the triangular
markers indicated whether the MAE of TDX is lower (downward) or larger (upward)
than the other method in the test scenario, indicated in the labels of the Y-axis. If the
difference in the error distributions at a given timepoint is significant according to the
test mentioned above, the marker appears filled, otherwise empty.

These results show that the proposedmethod performs significantly better thanEDD
on all artificial data sets for all forecasted time points. Compared to the static model
it also scores consistently lower MAE on weight- and meandrift with exception of the
very first time point on meandrift. These results are significant on both data sets over
all time points except for the first 3 onmeandrift. On the sigmachange data TDX shows
a consistently lower MAE than the static model, but the differences are not significant
at any of these time points. Finally, although the MAE of TDX’s predictions is only
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Fig. 5 Summary of TDXs estimation error in comparison to EDD and static. X-axis shows the forecasted
timepoint, the markers on the Y-axis indicate TDXs relative error: triangle downward, if MAE of TDX is
smaller than that of the other method, triangle upward if MAE of TDX is bigger. Filled out markers indicate
that the difference is significant

slightly larger than that of the static model for all time points on statiskewnormals, the
differences are significant for all forecasted timepoints.

In summary the proposed method manages to capture the drift patterns on weight-
drift, meandrift and sigmachange well and performs better than the static model. On
the staticskewnormals data set the TDX models consistently have higher error than
the static model, showing that on a entirely static data set the static model is hard to
surpass.

4.3.2 Lending club data

The lending club data sets are the first set of real-world data sets used in the exper-
iments. Since the data contains 10 years worth of monthly data, the time variable is
measured in months on these data sets as give a better understanding of the presented
time frames.

As the first of these data sets the revolving line utilisation rate (short ‘revol_util’)
is considered. A look at the evolution of the baseline density of this data set in Fig. 2
(second row, first from left) shows interesting, non-monotonous drift pattern. A peak
on the left edge of the domain of X diminishes as the density shifts to form a new peak
around X ∈ [0.06, 0.08] that then shifts left towards T ∈ [0.03, 0.06]. The results in
Fig. 6 show that on the revol_util data set TDX performs well with all three window
sizes resulting in very similar error as well as almost identical, slight increase in error
over time. Throughout the entire forecasting period all three TDX models achieve
lower errors than the static models, while EDD scores an enormous error due to the
bandwidth selection of the grid search being unfit for this later segment of the data set.
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Fig. 6 MAE on revol_util for
different training window sizes
and latency values

Fig. 7 Baseline and predicted density at T = 0.9 (12 months latency) of models with training window
length of 12 months on the revol_util data

The evolution of the density on this data set as shown in Fig. 2 provides a hint as to
why a poor choice of bandwidth resulted from the model selection, since the density
distribution has a very different shape during the earlier time points. This indicates
that EDD’s parameters might be very sensitive to distributional changes. Looking at
the predicted density as well as the baseline density in Fig. 7 one notices that even
with a latency of 12 months the TDX model manages to anticipate the change in the
density, while the forecast of the static model still reflects the density at the end of the
training window.

Figure 5 shows that TDX’s prediction not only result in a lower MAE than the
other two methods, but that the distributions of the absolute error are also significantly
different for all forecasted timepoints.
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Fig. 8 MAE on int_rate for
different training window sizes
and latency values

A more volatile and mobile drift can be observed on the interest rate data set (short
‘int_rate’) in Fig. 2 (second row, second from left). Multiple smaller movements in the
density make a difficult, non-monotonous pattern. Figure 8 shows that within the first
7 months of latency the TDX models with 12 and 24 months of training data reach
the lowest and second-lowest error respectively. After this point the static model with
a 12 month window surpasses them, remaining the lowest error model for the rest of
the forecast period. For the TDX model with a 12 month training window a quick
increase in error can be observed for latencies > 8 months, which is likely a result of
the non-monotonous and often reversing trends within the data. Here TDX continues
the drift pattern that has been learned within the training window, but the drift pattern
of the data changed, and possibly even reversed.

As can be taken from Fig. 5 the MAE of the proposed method is only lower than
that of the static model for the first nine forecasting timepoints, and only significant
on 6 out of 9 compared to static. Furthermore TDX shows lower error than EDD for
all forecasted time points with the differences being significant on 17 of the 25 time
points.

Figure 9 shows the baseline and predicted density on the int_rate data with 5months
of latency. It is noticeable that the baseline density shows a lot of peaks and valleys
compared to the revol_util data set, which none of themethods seem to capture entirely.
Inspection of the corresponding empirical cdf in Fig. 10 shows that while there are
deviations of the baseline from the ecdf, the baseline is reasonably close to the empirical
distribution.

As shown in Fig. 5 the results for the other three data sets from the lending club
series, namely loan_amnt, open_acc and dti, show worse performance than the two
previously presented. While TDX shows lower and significantly different error com-
pared to EDD on all three and all forecasted time points, the performance of TDX
compared to static is worse. For loan_amnt and dti TDX shows consistently higher
error than the static model. On open_acc TDXs error is lower for the first 7 time points
but insignificantly so. The density plots of these data sets included in Fig. 2 show that
the density at the later time points tends to only change slightly, as the darker lines
are visibly close to each other. Similar to the results observed Fig. 4d, the static model
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Fig. 9 Baseline and predicted density at T = 0.841 (5 months latency) of models with training window
length of 24 months on int_rate

Fig. 10 CDF modelled by
baseline (solid line), TDX
(dashed line), as well as
empirical CDF (dotted line)

proves as a tough competitor for TDX on these data sets. The MAE curves for these
data sets are shown in Fig. 11 as well as Fig. 17a, b (see “Appendix”).

To summarise the results on the lending club data it can be said that TDX provides
good forecasts on the two data sets that show a continuation of the drift pattern beyond
the training window. If the drift does not continue or is not present at all, the static
version of the model provides better estimates than the extrapolating one, which is to
be expected.
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Fig. 11 Error development on
the open_acc data set

4.3.3 Pollution data

The second series of real-world data sets is the Skopje pollution data. These data
sets are an interesting addition to the previously presented ones as they not only
show non-monotonous drift patterns, but these are to some extent repeating. This
proves particularly challenging for all models in the experiments, since none of them
is equipped to adjust to such repeating patterns. An example of this can be seen in
Fig. 12a that shows the error on the CO data, while Fig. 12b shows the development of
the baseline density within the test timeframe. From the latter figure one can observe
how the density around x = −1.5 increases, then decreases below the initial level,
then increases again and again afterwards, before finally decreasing as the majority of
the density shifts to the right. Matching this, an increase in error can be observed for
all models around a latency of 0.03 and 0.13, right when the two major increases in
density are observed. Due to the back-and-forth of this development, the TDXmodels
struggle to anticipate this change, leading to the static model performing better overall
by not trying to anticipate the movement of the drift. Nonetheless the TDX models
manage to only score a slightly higher error for most of the forecasting time window
and even managing to perform better at the end. The test results in Fig. 5 confirm this
proximity, showing that the differences between TDX and static are only significant
for only 14 of 25 time points.

While similar repeating patterns can be found on the other pollution data sets, these
are not handled as well by TDX as on CO, resulting in the static method showing
significantly lower error on large stretches of the forecasting time window on these
data sets. Exceptions to this are observable on PM10 and PM25 between the time
points 6 and 12, but it is nonetheless observable that the proposed method is not suited
to handle this kind of drift patterns. The error curves for the O3, NO2, PM10 and
PM25 data sets can be found in Fig. 17 in the “Appendix”.

4.4 Parameter sensitivity analysis

Since the proposed method has 4 hyperparameters we will discuss how sensitive the
method is to changes in these parameters. To this end a series of experiments was
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Fig. 12 aMAEof eachmethod (indicated by colour) for each trainingwindow length (indicated by linestyle)
for different latency values on theCOdata set.bBaseline density of theCOdata setwithin the test timeframe.
Each line represents different time points as indicated in the legend (Color figure online)

conducted in the time interval of t ∈ [0.3, 0.45] on the int_rate and meandrift data
sets. In the first phase of these experiments the number of basis functions M and the
bandwidth hwas investigated by spanning a parameter grid of 30 bandwidth values and
9 different numbers of bases, while keeping the other two parameters fixed at R = 2
and λ = 1. To compare the resulting models, the MAE of the model’s prediction
and the true/baseline density for latency of 0.05 was used. In Fig. 13a the MAE for
different h and M values on the int_rate data set is shown. While the extreme values
for small M and h values make the surface difficult to read a region with lower error
is visible for h ≤ 0.2.

The surface in Fig. 13b shows a clearer image for the results on the meandrift
data set. There is a region with lower error for M-values larger than 6 for h-values
under 1, while very small h-values combined with small m-values result in higher
error, reaching a maximum at the far corner of the surface at m = 4 and h = 0.25.
In this case the combination of few bases and small bandwidth strongly impacts the
model performance. For M-values greater than 6 the error increases quite similarly
with increasing h, eventually reaching a plateau at h = 3 where the bandwidth is so
large that the density estimate becomes so smooth that the influence of M is no longer
visible. As it is also the case for the static density estimation, it can be seen that the
choice of the M and h parameters is strongly dependent on the data so that it is best
tuned on available data.

Proceeding with the best performing M and h values, the second phase of these
experiments considers the influence of the remaining two hyperparameters, which
are the order of the polynomial R and the regularisation strength λ. The heatmap in
Fig. 14a shows the results for the int_rate data set where the minimum lies at R = 6
and λ = 1. The results for R > 1 and λ = 1 form the region with the lowest errors,
ranging from 0.26 to 0.28, while R > 1 and λ = 0 shows the highest error. The exact
opposite is the case on the meandrift data set, whose results are shown in Fig. 14b.
Here, the region with lowest error is observed for λ = 0, with the error increasing with
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Fig. 13 Surface plots showing the MAE for different combinations of M and h values

Fig. 14 Heatmaps showing the MAE for different combinations of R and λ values

increasing regularisation strength. In the case of meandrift, the drift pattern is very
clear and shows little noise, leading to the unregularised models performing better. On
real-world data like int_rate themodels benefit from a certain amount of regularisation,
so λ-values around 1 appear to be a good choice as a default.

During all experiments above the training window was sufficiently large, so the
number of used training samples was no concern. Figure 15 shows how the error
behaves on meandrift for different numbers of samples used within the training win-
dow, employing the best parameters from Figs. 13b and 14b. In these experiments only
every n-th instancewas used,with n ∈ {124, 62, 31, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1}. This results in sam-
ple sizes ranging from 31 to 3744, the latter being all instances with t ∈ [0.3, 0.45].
The results show that while using the entirety of the samples resulted in the smallest
error, using only around 500 instances achieved a comparable result.
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Fig. 15 MAE with varying number of samples taken from the training window

Fig. 16 Runtime in seconds
required to fit the model divided
by the number of training
samples

4.5 Execution times

The execution time for fitting the model was measured programmatically during the
experiments presented inSects. 4.3.1–4.3.3. Theboxplot inFig. 16 shows the execution
time in seconds the methods took to fit the model per observation in the training
window. From the figure it is noticeable that TDX has the highest median fitting
time, with the static model showing the lowest value for the 75th percentile (right
end of box). Regarding the fitting time of TDX it has to be mentioned that during the
experiments the optimisation problem is solved 4 times as part of a ‘multistart’ search
as mentioned in Sect. 3.3. This configuration has been used as a reasonable default
value and possibly has room for improvement.

5 Conclusion

In this article we presented a novel approach called temporal density extrapolation
(TDX) with the goal of predicting the probability density of a univariate feature in
a data stream. TDX models the density as an expansion of Gaussian density basis
functions, whose weights are modelled as functions of time to account for drift in the
data. Fitting these time-dependent weighting functions is approached bymodelling the
weights of the basis expansion as compositional data. For this purpose the isometric
log-ratio transformation is used to ensure the compliance with the properties of the
basis expansion weights. This approach allows to extrapolate the density model to
time points outside the available training window while accounting for the changes
over time that are often encountered in data streams.

The evaluation shows that the TDX manages to capture monotonous drift patterns,
like changes in the component means or weights of a mixture distribution, better than a
competingmethod (EDD)or a static version of the basis expansionmodel. Furthermore
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the model also performs well on those two lending club data sets that exhibit very
noticeable drift (revol_util and int_rate). All these data sets have in common that the
drift in the data is both continuous and unidirectional. Data sets that show little to no
drift however, like the static artificial data set or the remaining lending club data sets,
prove challenging for TDX. In these cases the static version of the model that fits the
weights of the basis expansion in a non-time-adaptive fashion performs better, as the
data generating process aligns with its stationarity assumption.

Furthermore the results on the pollution data sets show that the method is currently
not equipped to handle drift patterns that show seasonality. As the model is designed
to handle monotonous drift, this is not surprising but shows another avenue for future
work.

The analysis of themodel’s sensitivitywith regard to its hyperparameters has shown
that both the number of basis functions M and their bandwidth h has to be tuned on the
data, as is necessary for the static density estimation model. For both extrapolation-
specific parameters there exist reasonable defaults: for R, the order of the polynomial
used to model the basis weights, and the regularisation strength λ. This reduces the
effort of configuring TDX.

In summary, TDX handles its intended application, i.e., data withmonotonous drift,
better than the only other comparable density forecasting approach to date (EDD) and
provides reliable density forecasts on these data sets. The next step in the models
development will be the use of TDXs density forecasts for probabilistic classification
in data streams. Furthermore we aim to extend the methods capabilities by improving
the performance on data sets with little to no drift.
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Appendix

This section contains additional material that was excluded from the main part of the
work out of consideration of the available space as well as the information flow.

In the following the derivation of the objective gradient can be found. This is relevant
because it is used to solve the optimization problem entailed by proposed method.

After that a table detailing the hyperparameters of both TDX and EDD that resulted
from the model selection procedure can be found. Note that the static version of TDX
is not listed separately, as it uses the same M and h parameters as the adaptive TDX
version.

Model selection results

See Table 2.
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Table 2 Hyperparameters of the
models resulting from the model
selection procedure

Data set TDX EDD

M h R λ σ λ

meandrift 14 0.62 2 1 0.3 0.028

weightdrift 14 0.42 2 1 0.13 0.004

sigmachange 10 0.46 3 2 0.3 0.004

staticskewnormals 14 0.53 1 4 0.15 0.004

dti 10 0.007 3 1 0.095 0

int_rate 10 0.091 3 1 0.14 0

loan_amnt 12 0.056 3 3 0.048 0

open_acc 10 0.037 3 1 0.11 0

revol_util 14 0.007 3 1 0.23 0

CO 12 0.38 1 5 0.3 0.0014

NO2 12 0.043 3 1 0.0216 2.8e–5

O3 10 0.075 1 1 0.0629 1.4e–5

PM10 10 0.42 1 5 0.3 0.0012

PM25 10 0.044 1 5 0.15 4.6e–5

Additional figures

See Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17 MAE of each method (indicated by colour) for each training window length (indicated by linestyle)
for different latency values on the remaining lending club and pollution data sets (Color figure online)
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Derivation of the objective gradient

Consider the log-likelihood (l) equation of the temporal density extrapolation model,
excluding instance weighting and regularization.

l =
N∑

i=1

log(φ(xi )
ᵀ exp(UBa(τi ))) −

N∑

i=1

log(1ᵀ exp(UBa(τi )) (12)

Let us define a generalized version of the terms in Eq. 12 as g( y)

g( y) =
n∑

i=1

log( yᵀ exp(UBa(τi ))). (13)

Then the log-likelihood in Eq. 12 and its gradient ∇l can be expressed as

l = g(φ(xi )) − g(1), (14)

∇l = ∇g(φ(xi )) − ∇g(1). (15)

As such we will start by deriving the gradient of g( y). Recall the matrixU required
for the ilr-transformation

U = Ũ · D2 (16)

Ũ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

−1 −1 −1 · · · −1
1 −1 −1 · · · −1
0 2 −1 · · · −1
0 0 3 · · · −1
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · M − 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

= (ũ1, . . . , ũM−1) (17)

D2 =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1
‖ũ1‖2 0 0 · · · 0

0 1
‖ũ2‖2 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . . · · · ...

0 0 0 · · · 1
‖ũM−1‖2

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(18)

which is part of the term UBa(τi ) appearing in both parts of l. This term is then
denoted as κ and its Jacobian matrix with respect to B is denoted as J .

κ = UBa(τi ) (19)
∂κ

∂B
= J (20)
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As UBa(τi ) appears in Eq. 13 in exponentiated form, we define

E = exp(κ) =
⎛

⎜
⎝

exp(κ1)
...

exp(κN )

⎞

⎟
⎠ =

⎛

⎜
⎝

ε1
...

εN

⎞

⎟
⎠ (21)

and derive it in the following

∂εi

∂Bi j
= exp(κi )

∂κi

∂Bi j
(22)

= exp(κi )Ui j ak (23)

D = diag(E) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

ε1 0 · · · 0
0 ε2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 · · · · · · εN

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(24)

∂E
∂B

= D · J (25)

Then we reintroduce the placeholder variable y and define β as the expression
inside the logarithm in Eq. 13

yᵀE = yᵀ · exp(κ) (26)

= yᵀ · exp(UBa) = β (27)

and take the derivative of this expression.

∂β

∂Bi j
= yᵀ · ∂E

∂Bi j
(28)

∂β

∂B
= yᵀDJ (29)

Returning to the formulation inEq. 13,we arrive at its gradient∇g byby substituting
with the derivatives of its parts shown above.

g = log(β) = log( yᵀE) (30)
∂g

∂B
= 1

β
yDJ (31)

∇g = 1

β
yDJ (32)

Applying this to the original formulation in Eq. 15 we get

∇l =
N∑

i=1

(∇g (φ (xi )) − ∇g (1)) (33)
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∇l =
N∑

i=1

((
1

β
φ (xi ) DJ

)

−
(
1

β
1DJ

))

. (34)

The inclusion of the temporal instance weighting via a weight vector w is then
straight-forward.

l =
N∑

i=1

wi log
(
φ (xi )

ᵀ exp (UBa (τi ))
) −

N∑

i=1

wi log
(
1ᵀ exp (UBa (τi )) (35)

∇l =
N∑

i=1

wi

(
1

β
φ (xi ) DJ

)

−
N∑

i=1

wi

(
1

β
1DJ

))

(36)

This leaves only the regularization term ζ out, which was defined as

ζ = λ tr(CᵀBᵀBC) (37)

C =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 · · · 0
1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(38)

whose derivative then is λ BCCᵀ, arriving at the final form of the gradient

∇l =
(

N∑

i=1

wi

(
1

β
φ (xi ) DJ

)

−
N∑

i=1

wi

(
1

β
1DJ

)))

− λ BCCᵀ (39)
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